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a study in blue was a great box because it was fun to do, and because
it had a tight layout. i get through multiple nginx vhosts with no

problem, and find that the cookbook has a remote binary downloaded
from a url like http://192.168.99.100/cookbooks/0a98e155-2c58-4e2d-
b650-de6525f4f133/application/coffeescript.php. i download this, and

get access to the guts of the binary, showing a simple passwd file
based on the size of the password file. there is no admin user, so im

out of luck. next, i get access to the xinetd config from looking
through an include_once called from /etc/services. next, ill try to get
access to the local configurations for the directories in /etc/ansible/

directory, but theyre all encrypted with the required password. i look
through some files in the /tmp directory and eventually find some
code that looks like a command which might be useful for getting

shell access. this is something like /tmp/hansard.sh, which turns out
to be a backdoor in a library. ill try to guess a password based on the
commands that come after the password prompt, and in less than an
hour i get access to a terminal based on an old router os. the system

has a binary called /sys/bin/bot/ which lets me execute shell
commands. in beyond root, ill go over the source a bit more to see

what the heck is going on with the hash based passwd. calamity had
a rather elegant attack, but also the biggest challenge for me. the

attack starts with a not vulnerable container, and an updated docker
image. with an iframe vulnerability on the webapps container, ill write
a script to get an exploit to play with, and then abuse multiple iframe.

finally, im getting to that nice ftp server that boots you into a web
server shell, and ill find that to be a cool challenge.
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the tournament was great, and really catered to those who are
getting started, and still getting their feet wet with ctf. i think that it
comes off as an amalgram for those who are thinking of taking the
next step and setting up their own challenges. they provide good

information, but it could be presented in a better way to show how
they can be set up so as to maximize exposure to this idea. for phase

1, you send them a link where they are redirected to an url where
they can provide a 4-digit number to play a game. in this game you
are expected to be able to guess the password (which is actually the
salt). after a couple more hours of reverse engineering i eventually

get to the point where i can automate the exploration phase of a box.
this includes automated linear and lateral movement through an http

stack. here, ill look at how the url parsing works to provide me the
ability to launch a wget on another webserver with the shell as

system, and then gain execution. the next step is to make it to the
next webserver, which can be reached through a simple php include

on the first server. this is probably a bad idea, but for the sake of
exploration ill go through it. first, ill start with a simple php include,

and with some simple dom injection trickery, force the admin to run a
php shell. ill start by finding a random file on the webserver, generate

a few random keys, and crack the hash for the file content. next, ill
try to get the webserver to output the file contents using a trick that
involves letting it think it sent the content on the response header,

which will then get sent as the response content itself. finally, ill put it
all together to have access to a php shell inside a container. in

beyond root, ill look at a couple more clever ways to attack this kind
of system. 5ec8ef588b
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